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(57) ABSTRACT 
A co-browse service uses JavaScript to allow a web page 
shown in a user's browser to be viewed remotely. Updates to 
the web page are rendered into HTML and forwarded on the 
co-browse session. Aspects of the web page that should not be 
visible are specified in a list of masked elements which pre 
vents the JavaScript from transmitting the content of those 
elements on the co-browse session. A person viewing the web 
page at the remote location can select objects to have those 
objects highlighted within the user's browser. Likewise the 
person viewing the web page may manipulate the objects by 
selecting objects and entering information into the objects. 
Updates to the web page are collected and aggregated Such 
that only the most recent updates are forwarded on the co 
browse session. Updates that don’t affect the DOM, such as 
hover state, are also transmitted on the session. 
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INTEGRATING CO-BROWSNG WITH 
OTHER FORMS OF INFORMATION 

SHARING 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of International 
Application PCT/US2013/049615, filed Jul. 8, 2013, which 
claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
61/776,016, filed Mar. 11, 2013, and U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 61/673,629, filed Jul. 19, 2012, the content 
of each of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

0002. A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the Xerographic 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure in exactly the form it appears in the Patent and 
Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise 
reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. 

FIELD 

0003. The field relates to communication sessions and, 
more particularly, to a method and apparatus for integrating 
co-browsing with other forms of information sharing. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART 

0004 Companies that rely on web sites for sales and other 
customer interaction often provide customer Support so that, 
if a visitor is having trouble navigating the site, the person is 
able to interact with a live person Such as a customer service 
agent. The agent may interact with the visitor using a text 
based communication session (chat session) or using a voice 
based communication session (telephone call). 
0005 For example, a web site operated by a bank may 
include a link to a help Service, to allow potential customers to 
chat or talk with a customer service representative to obtain 
more detailed information about features available on their 
accounts. When the customer clicks on the help button, a chat 
session or Voice session is launched, which will cause a cus 
tomer representative to be connected to the customer. Mes 
sages typed into the chat session are relayed between the 
customer and the customer representative, or the agent and 
customer have a live conversation, which enables the cus 
tomer to describe the problem and obtain assistance from the 
agent. 
0006 When a visitor is having trouble accessing or using 
a particular aspect of the web site, the agent can try to instruct 
the customer on how to overcome the difficulty. Unfortu 
nately, the agents ability to provide assistance may be ham 
pered in this context by an inability of the agent to see the 
customer's view of the website. Accordingly, from the 
agent's standpoint, it would be advantageous to provide the 
agent with the ability to see what the visitor is seeing. 

SUMMARY 

0007. The following Summary and the Abstract set forthat 
the end of this application are provided herein to introduce 
some concepts discussed in the Detailed Description below. 
The Summary and Abstract sections are not comprehensive 
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and are not intended to delineate the scope of protectable 
subject matter which is set forth by the claims presented 
below. 

0008. A co-browse service allows a vendor's customer 
service agents to see the web pages that a customer is cur 
rently viewing. Knowing exactly what the customer is seeing, 
the agent is then in a much better position to provide useful 
assistance. Privacy is enhanced by masking customer sensi 
tive data from the agent's view so that the agent is able to 
provide assistance without obtaining access to the customer's 
private data. In one embodiment, ECMAScript such as Java 
Script is used to mirror browser state from a visitor to an 
agent. 
0009. A list of masked fields, and potentially divs and 
pages, is used to prevent the visitor from transmitting infor 
mation associated with fields that are intended to contain 
sensitive data to prevent the information from leaving the 
visitor's browser. Masking a field may be implemented, for 
example, on an HTML input element by preserving the 
HTML element on the agent side but the contents or state of 
the visitor input to the input element are not passed to the 
agent. 
0010. The view of the web page depends on (a) the current 
Document Object Model (DOM) represented by a hierarchy 
of HTML elements as well as (b) state information such as 
mouse position, Scroll offsets, hover and focus states. To 
enable the view at the agent to be synchronized with the view 
at the visitor, a page's initial DOM tree, as well as any sub 
sequent changes to it, are forwarded to the agent, but with 
<scripts tags removed. This allows the agent to have a view of 
what the visitor sees without requiring the agent to have 
synchronized local state information (e.g. cookies, browser 
local storage) which would be required if the agent's browser 
were to run the same script as the visitor's browser. In addi 
tion, changes that don't affect the Document Object Model 
(DOM), for example in connection with hover state, are 
detected and forwarded to the agent separately to enable the 
agent to simulate the browser state. 
0011 Co-browsing sessions may be established via infor 
mation available to the agent in multiple forms. Example 
information systems include chat Software, click-to-call cus 
tomer relationship management software (where a visitor 
Supplies his phone number so an agent can call him back), and 
other software systems. 
0012 Co-browsing sessions may be combined with other 
forms of interactive information sharing sessions, including 
screen sharing sessions, to enable an agent to utilize addi 
tional forms of communication while interacting with a visi 
tor. A session may also be established during a traditional 
phone call or third party chat session by Verbally exchanging 
or typing a code that appears when one of the participants 
clicks an object on the web page. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 Aspects of the present invention are pointed out with 
particularity in the appended claims. The present invention is 
illustrated by way of example in the following drawings in 
which like references indicate similar elements. The follow 
ing drawings disclose various embodiments of the present 
invention for purposes of illustration only and are not 
intended to limit the scope of the invention. For purposes of 
clarity, not every component may be labeled in every figure. 
In the figures: 
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0014 FIGS. 1 and 2 are functional block diagrams illus 
trating the flow of information between participants in a co 
browsing customer Support system; 
0015 FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 4-17 show ways to enable a 
co-browsing session associated with a visitor to a website to 
be located by an agent; 
0016 FIG. 18 shows an example integration of co-brows 
ing with Social media; 
0017 FIGS. 19-20 show an example way of highlighting 
information by an agent to a visitor, 
0018 FIG. 21 is a flow chart showing an example process 
for determining incremental updates; and 
0019 FIGS. 22-28 show an example way of integrating 
screen sharing sessions with co-browsing. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0020. The following detailed description sets forth numer 
ous specific details to provide a thorough understanding of 
one or more embodiments of the invention. However, those 
skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well-known methods, procedures, components, protocols, 
algorithms, and circuits have not been described in detailso as 
not to obscure the invention. 

DEFINITIONS 

0021 Customer: A customer of the co-browsing service 
who subscribes to the co-browsing service. An example cus 
tomer is the vendor (e.g. the company that owns vendor 
website 16) of FIG. 1. 
0022 Website: The website owned by the customer that is 
to be supported via co-browse. 
0023 Group id: A unique id assigned to each customer 
website that is to be co-browsed. 
0024 Visitor: Anyone navigating the website. 
0025 Agent: The representative who supports the visitor 
in carrying out various tasks on the website. Such as complet 
ing a purchase. 
0026 Masked field: An input field in a form or on the 
website that should be masked from view and not visible to 
agents. Masked fields, for example, may contain containing 
sensitive data Such as a visitor credit card number. 
0027 Masked object: An input field on the visitors web 
browser that is masked from input by agents. Masked objects, 
for example, may include fields, forms, divs, pages, links, 
buttons, and other objects that may be required to remain 
under the control of the visitor. The agent is not allowed to 
input, modify, or click on a masked object when running in 
remote control. 
0028 CServer: A secured server that hosts the co-browse 
sessions, accepting session updates from the visitor and relay 
ing them to the agent. 
0029 co-browse webserver: A web server controlling 
access to co-browse sessions by visitors and agents. The 
co-browse webserver may be collocated with the Cserver or 
may be a separate entity on the network. 

Co-Browse Overview 

0030 FIG. 1 shows a network diagram of a co-browsing 
scenario in which the content of a visitor's browser 10 is 
visible in an agent's browser 12. In the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 1, the visitor browser obtains a page 14 from a vendor 
website 16. Arrow 1 shows the download of the web page 
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from the website to the visitor. A co-browse service 18 facili 
tates the co-browse session by relaying web page updates 
(arrow 2) from the visitor browser to the agent web browser 
12 (arrow 3). To cause the visitor browser 10 to provide these 
updates, script 20 (JavaScript in one embodiment) is down 
loaded to the visitor browser either from the vendor website 
(arrow 4) or from the co-browse service (arrow 5). Alterna 
tively, the JavaScript may be maintained as a plugin in the 
visitor browser. To enable privacy, as discussed in greater 
detail below, a list of masked elements 22 is downloaded to 
the visitor browser. Like the script, the list of masked ele 
ments may be downloaded from the vendor website (arrow 6) 
or may be downloaded from the co-browse service (arrow 7). 
The list of masked elements instructs the script which ele 
ments (e.g. which elements of the DOM) should not be trans 
mitted on the co-browse session. The agent's browser also 
downloads a page 24 from the co-browse service (arrow 8) in 
which the view of the visitor's browser contents will be dis 
played during the co-browse session. 
0031. Although an embodiment will be described in which 
Script 20 is described as being implemented using JavaScript, 
other forms of scripting language may be utilized as well. For 
example, JavaScript is an implementation of a scripting lan 
guage standard by ECMA International in the ECMA-262 
specification. Other implementations of this standard include 
JScript and ActionScript. Thus, although an implementation 
will be described in which JavaScript is used the invention is 
not limited to this particular implementation as other forms of 
script may be used as well. 
0032. The co-browse solution enables the agent to view 
the web page (vendor website) that a visitor is presently 
visiting. Since the co-browsing session relies only on JavaS 
cript that is downloaded during the web browsing session, the 
visitor is not required to manually install any Software or 
plugins or dismiss any security warning dialogs in order for 
the agent to see the visitor's browser. Likewise, since the 
JavaScript is part of the web page served from the vendor 
website, the JavaScript will not carry over to any other web 
pages, which means that the agent will not be able to see any 
pages from other websites, or anything else on the visitors 
desktop. 
0033. As described in greater detail below, the co-browse 
Solution enables the agent to see precisely what the visitor is 
seeing. For example, if the webpage is not entirely visible to 
the visitor, the agent will only see the portion of the web page 
that is visible. This view will update automatically as the 
visitor scrolls or resizes the page. Where the visitor has mul 
tiple tabs open, the agent is only able to see the tab that has 
focus so that the agent views what the visitor is seeing. The 
agent can also see the position of the visitor's mouse pointer, 
which allows the agent to understand where the visitor is 
focused while interacting with the web page. If the agents 
browser is the active window on the agent's computer, the 
agent will also be able to see which input field currently has 
focus on the visitor side. If the visitor opens a select box, that 
select box will also open on the agent side. 
0034) To enable the agent to interact with the visitor in a 
visual manner, the agent is allowed to click on specific ele 
ments or regions of the web page, on the agent browser 12. 
When the agent does this, the corresponding elements will be 
visually highlighted in both the agents and the visitors 
browser, so that the agent can direct the visitors attention to 
a specific part of the web page. For example, the highlighting 
may take the form of a frame drawn around the specified 
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elements, or some other way of visually distinguishing those 
elements. Preferably the highlighting is visible to the visitor 
while the agent holds down his mouse button. A few seconds 
after releasing, or some other specified short period of time it 
will disappear automatically or fade away without further 
action by the agent. 
0035. Optionally, an agent may be able to provide input to 
the visitor browser 10. For example, the agent may be able to 
type information into selected elements on the web page 14 
shown on the visitor's browser 10, change the settings of drop 
down lists, select radio buttons or checkboxes or otherwise 
interact with input elements on the page. Depending on the 
implementation an agent may be able to click on buttons or 
links on behalf of the visitor. 
0036. To protect the visitor's sensitive data, such as visitor 
specific credit card numbers and other sensitive data, form 
fields or areas of the web page containing sensitive data Such 
as credit card numbers are masked from view so that the 
sensitive data is not provided to the agent. Since the data never 
leaves the visitor's browser, the co-browse service will never 
have access to or interact with visitor sensitive data. Masking 
data at the visitor thus avoids requiring the visitor to transmit 
the sensitive data on the network or otherwise relinquish 
control over the sensitive data so that the data never leaves the 
visitor's control. 
0037 Optionally, the masked fields may be identified to 
the visitor to enable the visitor to know which fields are 
masked and which fields are not being masked. Providing an 
indication of this nature, such as a green box outlining the 
fields that are being masked, may provide the visitor with a 
sense of security by knowing that the information in those 
fields is not visible to the agent and is not leaving the visitors 
browser. 
0038. Since the co-browse service described below is 
based on JavaScript, instead of a platform Such as Flash, Java, 
or SilverLight which is not supported in all web browsers, the 
co-browse service provides the agent the ability to view the 
visitor's browser even if the visitor is accessing the site using 
a mobile device. Such as a Smartphone or tablet. Likewise, the 
co-browse solution will also work with PCs/Macs. Likewise, 
uploading the visitor DOM and state information (vs. just 
sending the visitor page URL) enables the co-browse session 
to start at any point while the visitor is accessing the vendor 
website without requiring the visitor to re-create his/her 
browser's state. Finally, since the only change to the vendor 
website is the inclusion of the script, the co-browse service 
enables agents to provide co-browse based Support to visitors 
with few or no changes to the vendor's website. 

Implementation 

0039. According to an embodiment, a co-browse service 
relies on a script tag that the vendor agrees to insert into the 
vendor website. This JavaScript (e.g. cobrowse.js) may be 
passed from the web site to the visitor, or may be passed 
directly from the co-browse service to the visitor, when the 
visitor loads the vendor web page. This JavaScript causes the 
visitor browser, once a co-browse session has been started, to 
upload the vendor web page HTML and other data from the 
visitor to the co-browse service. The co-browse service, in 
turn, renders this data as web pages for the agent to view. 
0040 Alternatively, rather than having the JavaScript (e.g. 
cobrowse.js) loaded from the web site to the visitor, a person 
could manually install the JavaScript code as a browser plug 
in. The advantage of having the plug-in is that it need not be 
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website specific and, accordingly, could allow the person to 
co-browse websites which have not been modified to include 
the co-browse script. Specifically, the JavaScript contained in 
the plug-in will cause browser state to be forwarded to the 
co-browsing service regardless of what web site the person 
(“leader) accesses. This may be useful, for example, where 
the leader would like to share their web experience with other 
“followers', so all can enjoy the social experience of visually 
following along as the leader Surfs the web, for example in 
connection with social shopping. 
0041. In some instances, the vendors web site might 
already have other existing JavaScript, for example from a 
chat tool or click-to-call feature. That existing JavaScript 
could, with the vendor's permission, be used to invoke the 
cobrowse.js script. The benefit to this approach is that the 
vendor could pilot or deploy the co-browse solution with no 
modification at all to the vendor's web site. 
0042. In one embodiment, the JavaScript (cobrowse.js in 
this example) does the following either a) at the time a co 
browse sessions starts, or b) when a page from the vendor 
website finishes loading, if a co-browse session has already 
been started: 
0043 1. Gets a descriptor of masked elements. A descrip 
tor of masked elements may be retrieved dynamically from 
a server at runtime (via AJAX or websockets), or might be 
embedded as a JavaScript variable in the cobrowse.js file, 
C.2. 
0044 Glance.CoBrowse. MaskedElements 
0045 =“inputicredit card number 'div 
masked=true' 

0046 2. Periodically: 
0047 a. Clones the document head element, inserts a 
<based tag indicating the base for any relative URL's on 
the page if a base tag is not already specified on the page, 
removes Script tags and renders the cloned hierarchy as 
HTML. If a <based tag is already specified on the page but 
there are <link tags with relative URLs that precede it, 
those <link URLs are converted to absolute URLs. Alter 
natively, adding the <base tag and removal of Script tags 
may be performed server-side by the co-browse service. 
Offloading these tasks to the visitor's browser also lets 
co-browse session servers handle more sessions. 

0048 b. Clones the document body element, removes 
Script tags and hidden inputs, replaces the values of masked 
elements with dummy data, and renders the clone hierar 
chy as HTML. Many pages contain one or more hidden 
inputs with session state information that does not impact 
the page visually. If there is a gesture drawn on the visitor 
side, cobrowse.js removes the gesture element as well, 
since it is redundant with the gesture drawn on the agent 
side. Alternatively, removal of Script tags may be per 
formed server-side by the co-browse service. Offloading 
these tasks to the visitor's browser also lets co-browse 
session servers handle more sessions. 

0049 c. Iterates all user input objects (text fields, radio 
buttons, checkboxes, dropdowns) and collects any data 
input by user. The current state of canvas objects may also 
be collected. 

0050 d. Detects visitor mouse position 
0051 e. Detects visitor scroll offsets 
0.052 f. Detects dimensions of visitor browser. 
0053 g. Detects which element on the page has focus 
0054 h. Detects whether any select box is open 
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0055) i. Sends all of the above (if changed) to the Co 
Browse Service. Data may be sent via an XMLHTTPRe 
quest or XDomain Request (AJAX), or Websockets, or 
Some other means of cross-domain communication. Data 
sent in this step may be encoded and/or compressed before 
it is transmitted. Optionally, if only a portion of the data has 
changed, the changed portions only may be sent. 

Note that (a) through (h) are repeated periodically, because 
JavaScript running in the visitor's browser may make modi 
fications to the DOM. 
0056 Further, in both (a) and (b) script is removed from 
the HTML that is uploaded to the co-browse service, so that 
the script does not execute when downloaded to the agent. If 
Script modifies the document element hierarchy in the cus 
tomer's browser, changes to the hierarchy will be reflected to 
the agent via the co-browse service, so that the script does not 
need to run directly in the agent's browser. 
0057 Cobrowse.js may be hosted by the vendor or by the 
Co-Browse Service. This is shown by arrows 4 and 5 in FIG. 
1. Likewise, the list of masked elements obtained by the 
visitor may be retrieved either from the vendor website (arrow 
6) or from the Co-Browse Service (arrow 7). Since the list of 
masked elements is specific to the web site, it will be created 
by or for the web site to specify a list of elements in the 
website style sheet that should not be transmitted on the 
co-browse session. In one embodiment, the list of masked 
elements includes a list of Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) selec 
tors for the website. The list is provided to the visitor to 
protect the visitor's private information. In one embodiment 
the list is created for each website, although it is also possible 
to make a unique list for each page of the web site that the 
Co-Browser service on which the co-browsing session is to be 
implemented. 
0058 Selection of elements to be masked may be imple 
mented by allowing an administrator or other person to visu 
ally identify elements of the vendor web site and click on an 
administrative user interface, e.g. tool tip, to specify whether 
the visual element should be masked to protect sensitive 
information or is not required to be masked. Once the admin 
istrator has selected the elements to be masked, a MaskedEle 
ments descriptor is created based on this input. The Admin 
istrative user interface may be an implemented in cobrowse.js 
or may be implemented via software provided to the vendor to 
enable the vendor to select fields of the web site to be masked 
in connection with co-browsing sessions. To protect this list, 
the vendor is required to log in or otherwise be authenticated 
prior to making modifications to the vendor's MaskedEle 
ments descriptor. 
0059 Although use of a list of masked elements enables a 
set of elements to be masked without modifying the website, 
it is also possible to create a masked field definition which 
will automatically cause objects with an arbitrary defined 
attribute to be masked. For example, given a masked field 
definition of co-browse hide=true, an attribute such as 
co-browse hide="true' could then be used to identify ele 
ments on the website that should be masked. 

Differential Updates 
0060. Often JavaScript running on a web page modifies 
the page DOM in response to various events such as page 
load, a timer, or a user action. Typical examples would be a 
rotating image marquis where the displayed image changes at 
regular time intervals, or a popup menu which is normally 
hidden but made visible in response to a user click. 
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0061 For efficiency, visitor keeps a snapshot of the entire 
DOM tree and looks for differences. The visitor JavaScript, 
where possible, sends information about the incremental 
changes to the page to avoid re-uploading the entire page 
HTML. When an agent first views the page, the agent Java 
Script downloads the initial page HTML from the CServer 
and then applies any incremental updates that arrived since 
the page was initially uploaded. Once the agent is viewing a 
page, any new incremental changes are pushed immediately 
to the agent as they are received by the Cserver from the 
visitor. 

0062 Frequently, the same elements change repeatedly on 
the visitor side. If the C Server were to store all of these 
changes as reported by the visitor, when an agent first con 
nects to the session the agent would receive a group of updates 
that all referred to the same portion of the screen which could 
cause flashing of that portion of the screen. Likewise, if there 
is some delay between the time the agent retrieves a new page 
that the visitor has navigated to, and the time the agent page 
connects to the Cserver to retrieve subsequent updates to the 
page, multiple changes to the visitor Screen may be forwarded 
to the agent at the same time causing flashing of the portion of 
the screen as Subsequent updates are applied to the agent 
V1eW. 

0063. Accordingly, in an embodiment the visitor accumu 
lates all differences and forwards a cumulative difference 
since the full page has been sent. To generate the set of 
cumulative differences, the visitor JavaScript discards irrel 
evant changes which have since been overwritten by other 
changes to the DOM. 

Types of Differential Updates 

0064. There are three types of incremental differences cur 
rently detected by the visitor: attribute differences (ATTR 
diff), content differences (CONTENT diff), and HTML dif 
ferences (HTML diff). 

Attribute Difference 

0065. An attribute difference indicates that the set of 
attributes of an element has changed. Attributes may have 
been added, modified, or removed. The ATTR diff specifies 
the new set of attributes. Optionally, the ATTR diff may 
specify with finer granularity which attributes have been 
added, modified, or removed. 
0.066 An example of a JSON representation of an ATTR 
diff is: 

"diff":"ATTR", 
"path":"#accounts div:nth-of-type(1)>table:nth-of-type(1)>tbody:nth 
of-type(1)>tr:nth-of-type(1)>td:nth-of-type(1)>p:nth-of-type(1)", 
"data":{"style":"color:red", "class'':boldparagraph' 

In this example, “diff indicates the type of incremental dif 
ference, “path’ indicates the css path to the element whose 
attribute(s) have changed, and “data' indicates the current set 
of attributes on the element. To process an ATTR diff, the 
agent JavaScript removes all the existing attributes of the 
element and applies all of the attributes specified in the ATTR 
diff. 
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Content Difference 

0067. A content difference indicates that the text content 
of an element has changed. The element must contain no 
Elements, only a textNode. An example of a JSON represen 
tation of a CONTENT diff is: 

{ 
“diff: CONTENT, 
“path:"#account div:nth-of-type(1)>table:nth-of-type(1)>tbody:nth 
of-type(1)>tr:nth-of-type(1)>td:nth-of-type(1)>p:nth-of-type(1), 
“data:“somewhere over the rainbow 

In the case of the CONTENT diff, the “data' indicates the 
new text content of the element. To process a CONTENT diff, 
the agent JavaScript replaces the existing text content of an 
element with the current text content specified in the CON 
TENT diff. 

HTML Difference 

0068 
the number, types, or values of child nodes have changed. An 
example of a JSON representation of an HTML diff is: 

Where "data' is the current HTML markup inside the element 
identified by Hanid. Currently when an HTML diff is detected 
the visitor JavaScript sends a new full update. Alternatively, 
some HTML diffs could be handled as differential updates. 

Cumulative Diffs 

0069. As DOM changes occur, the visitor sends a JSON 
representation of the changes to the Cserver. The Cserver 
forwards the incremental changes to any agents that have 
already received the visitor's page and have an open web 
socket connection to the Cserver. To ensure that the complete 
set of changes is available to any agents who have not yet 
retrieved the visitor's page or have not yet established a 
websocket connection to the Cserver, the Cserver must store 
the set of cumulative differences that have occurred since the 
visitor first sent the page. Often, such as in the case of the 
marquis, the page DOM changes many times. Where this 
occurs, the Cserver could end up with an arbitrarily long list 
of incremental changes to be applied. An agent joining the 
session would need to download this long list and apply it. 
This could perform poorly and could cause flashing in the 
agent view. It is common for the same page element to be 
changing in the same way each time, for example the 'Src' 
attribute of an <img tag rotates among a series of images, 
leading to a succession of ATTR diffs for the same element. 
To prevent the accumulation of incremental DOM changes, 
the visitor JavaScript sends not only the most recent incre 
mental change, but also the set of merged cumulative changes 
(a cumulative differential). If the same element has the same 
type of change applied to it, the newest change overrides the 
older change in the cumulative differential. 

A third type of difference, an HTML diff, applies if 
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(0070 For example, 

{ 
“diff: ATTR, 
“path:'Hanelementid', 
“data: “style”:''color:red 

Followed by: 
0071 

{ 
“diff: ATTR, 
“path:'Hanelementid', 
“data: “style”:''color:blue} 

Would be merged into a single cumulative diff 

“diff: ATTR, 
“path:'Hanelementid', 
“data: “style”:''color:blue} 

0072. In an embodiment where cumulative diffs are col 
lected and consolidated at the visitor, when an agent views the 
page, the viewer retrieves and displays the initial page 
HTML. The viewer then retrieves the current set of cumula 
tive differences via a websocket connection, and then applies 
those differences to the view. Any subsequent incremental 
differences are received via the websocket connection as they 
arrive from the visitor. 
0073. An alternative implementation could merge the 
incremental differences on the server side. That would elimi 
nate the need for the visitor to upload the full set of cumulative 
differences with every DOM change, but would place greater 
load on the CServer. 

DOM Tree Difference Algorithm 
(0074 The visitor JavaScript stores a copy of the DOM tree 
each time it sends an update to the Cserver. When sending a 
new update, the visitor JavaScript compares the current DOM 
tree to the one sent with the previous update, calculating the 
set of ATTR, CONTENT, and HTML diffs. The comparison 
algorithm Diff(elem1, elem2) is shown in FIG. 21. Note that 
the Diff() algorithm shown in FIG. 21 is a recursive method 
initially called with the document element roots of the previ 
ous and current DOM tree as elem1 and elem2 respectively. 
0075. In an HTML document, HTML Elements can con 
tain both element and text node children. Elements are nested 
HTML elements which may in turn contain other nodes or 
elements, while text node children contain spans of text. If an 
Element contains no other Elements (and just one or Zero text 
nodes), a change in the text in the text node can be represented 
by a CONTENT diff. If an Element contains both elements 
and text nodes then changes to the text in any of the text nodes 
would be represented by an HTML change to the parent 
element. 
0076. As shown in FIG. 21, the comparison algorithm 
Diff(elem1, elem2) (2100) starts by determining if there is an 
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ATTR diff by checking to determine if the attributes of ele 
ment 1 do not match the attributes of element 2 (2102). If 
there is a difference in attributes, the algorithm creates an 
ATTR diff with the attributes of element 2. 
0077. The algorithm next compares the number and types 
of element children (2104). If the children are different, the 
algorithm will add an HTML diff with the inner HTML of 
element 2 (2106). At this point, the algorithm will have 
detected an HTML difference and accordingly it will stop the 
recursion (2108) and forward the updated HTML. 
0078 If the number and type of element children are deter 
mined to be the same in (2104), the algorithm will determine 
if there are Zero element children (2110). If there are no 
element children, the node is a text only node. The algorithm 
will this compare the text content of element 1 with the text 
content of element 2 (2112). If the text of the two elements is 
the same, there is no difference between the two elements and 
the algorithm will stop the recursion (2114). If there is a 
difference between the two elements, the algorithm will cre 
ate a CONTENTodiff with the text content of element 2 
(2116). 
0079. If there is more than Zero element childrenin (2110), 
the algorithm will compare the number, type, and nodeValue 
of each child node (2118). If these values are different, the 
algorithm will add an HTML diff with the inner HTML of 
element 2 (2106). At this point, the algorithm will have 
detected an HTML difference and accordingly it will stop the 
recursion (2108) and forward the updated HTML. 
0080. If the algorithm does not detectan HTML difference 
at (2118), it will recurse for each pair of corresponding child 
elements of element 1 and element 2 (2120) to look for 
changes in lower elements of the DOM tree. In this manner, 
the entire DOM tree will be recursed to look for incremental 
updates to the DOM which may be used to create updates for 
forwarding on the co-browse session. 

iFrame Elements 

0081. A visitor web page may contain iframe elements 
which reference another page on the customer website. When 
the visitor Cobrowse.js renders the page as HTML, the iframe 
element will be rendered as <iframe src="iframurl' f> The 
contents of the iframe page are not included. However, a 
separate copy of Cobrowse.js is included in the iframe source 
page just as with all other co-browseable pages on the cus 
tomer website. When the iframe page loads, Cobrowse.js in 
the iframe uploads the iframe page data to the co-browse 
service as a 'sub-session' of the main session. Mouse posi 
tion, gestures, inputs, Scroll position, mouse clicks etc. within 
the iframe are all uploaded to the Cserver as with the main 
session. 
0082. When uploading page HTML, the visitor substitutes 
the iframe Src attribute with a URL to the iframe sub-session. 
On the agent side, the iframe will retrieve the sub-session 
view. The agent ifame view will also contain an additional 
copy of the agent viewer JavaScript Cobrowseviewer.js, 
which will update the view continuously based on updates 
from the CServer. 

Agent View 

0083. The agent meanwhile will log into the co-browse 
service, using a standard web browser, or possibly (for 
improved performance) a web browser enhanced with a plug 
in or via Some other means. The agent's browser requests the 
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agent view of the customer's page. The page served to the 
agent contains an iframe with the same dimensions as the 
customer browser (as shown in FIG. 1). The iframe Src URL 
retrieves a page composed by the co-browse service with the 
head and body HTML as sent by the customer, with a <scripts 
tag referencing "cobrowseviewer.js' embedded in it. If the 
visitor has scrolled the page, the co-browse service inserts a 
<div> into the page which is offset from the top left of the 
page by the scroll offsets. The div has id 'glance scroll' and 
the iframe Src url includes a relative portion “iglance scroll', 
so that when the page loads in the frame it is immediately 
offset so that the <div> is in the top left of the frame. This 
approach results in the agent view immediately being posi 
tioned at the correct scroll offset without waiting for JavaS 
cript on the page to scroll the agent's view. 
I0084 Cobrowseviewer.js runs on the agent browser and 
operates to periodically retrieve incremental DOM changes, 
scroll offsets, mouse position, browser dimensions, element 
focus, select box state, and input field values from the co 
browse service. The cobrowse service will also notify the 
agent if there is a full update available for the page HTML. 
Cobrowseviewer.js does the following: 
I0085 1. If there is a full update to the page HTML, 
Cobrowseviewer.js refreshes the entire frame to get a new 
view with the current HTML. (alternatively, the page could 
rebuild itself using the updated head and body HTML) 

I0086 2. Otherwise, cobrowseviewer.js: 
I0087 a. Applies any incremental changes to the DOM 
I0088 b. Scrolls the window (which is inside the iframe) to 

the same offsets as the customer's browser window; 
I0089 c. Displays an image to represent the customer's 
mouse at the same coordinates as the customer's mouse 
cursor, and 

(0090 d. Sets the values of the input fields to the specified 
values 

0091 e. If the agent's browser window is the active win 
dow on the desktop, sets focus to the visitors focused 
element 

0092 f. If the visitor has a select box open, opens the same 
select box in the agent's view 

Gesturing 

0093. In one embodiment, actions taken by the agent are 
captured by cobrowseviewer.js and passed to the co-browse 
service. The co-browse service, in turn, relays the captured 
input to the visitor to highlight aspects of the web site or to 
take other action in connection on the web site 14 displayed 
on the visitor's browser 10. 
(0094 FIGS. 19-20 show an example of an embodiment in 
which, when an agent clicks on an element of the Agents 
view of the website, a box is drawn around the corresponding 
element in agent's browser and in the visitor's browser 10. In 
the embodiment shown in FIGS. 19-20, FIG. 19 shows the 
Agent view. In this example, the Agent clicked on the blank 
field under “First name' which caused that field to be high 
lighted in the Agent's view. Specifically, this caused an 
orange rounded rectangle 1900 to appear encircling the ele 
ment in the Agent's view. 
0095 FIG. 20 shows the visitor's view of the web site 
when the Agent clicked on the “First name field. Specifi 
cally, as shown in FIG. 20, when the agent clicked on this 
object the service instructed the Visitor's view to draw a 
rectangle 2000 around the corresponding element in the visi 
tor's browser. In one embodiment the rectangle drawn in the 
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visitor's view is colored red. The rectangle change to the 
visitor DOM is not sent to the Cserver as an incremental 
update. 
0096. Although in this example a redbox was drawn when 
the agent clicked on an element, other ways of visually draw 
ing attention to elements may also be used. For example, 
different colors may be used for the boxes, or a solid semi 
transparent color may be Superimposed over the element to 
highlight the element. Optionally, a semitransparent frame 
may be drawn around elements in the agent's view as the 
agent moves his/her cursor above the agent view so that the 
agent knows the dimensions of the element prior to selecting 
the element to be highlighted. 
0097. When an agent selects an element to highlight the 
element on the viewer's browser, the element may remain 
highlighted for an indefinite period of time on the visitors 
browser. In this embodiment, if the agent clicks on another 
element, the highlighting will be removed from the first ele 
ment and drawn around the second element. Alternatively, 
both elements may be highlighted. Likewise, if the agent 
clicks on a highlighted element a second time the highlighting 
may be removed from the element. Optionally, rather than 
having highlighting remain for an indefinite period of time, 
the highlighting may disappear or fade out after a period of 
time. For example, an agent may click on an element to cause 
the element to be highlighted to the visitor, and then the 
highlighting may disappear after a few seconds. The duration 
with which an element remains highlighted may depend on 
the number of times the agent clicks on the element, e.g. one 
click=3 seconds, two clicks=10 seconds, three 
clicks indefinite. Many variations are possible depending on 
the particular implementation. 
0098. Agent gestures rely on the ability to unambiguously 
identify and access an element on a web page. In our imple 
mentation, when the agent clicks on an element to gesture, the 
JavaScript generates a CSS selector that uniquely identifies 
the element. The visitor side JavaScript is then able to access 
the element by CSS selector using standard JavaScript meth 
ods. Some elements on a web page have a unique id, and can 
be identified simply by a selector like "isomeid'. However 
many elements do not have an id and must be described by a 
path through the DOM. The following algorithm is used to 
generate a unique CSS selector: Walk up the element hierar 
chy, starting with the target element, getting a portion of the 
CSS selector either as an idorasan nth-of-type(n) selector at 
each level of the hierarchy. When done, the individual CSS 
selectors are combined with the CSS child > operator. 
0099. The algorithm to produce the ccs selector portion at 
each level is: 

0100 Get theid of the element (if it has one) and convert 
it to a valid CSS id by escaping certain characters or 
converting them to unicode escape sequences. 

0101 If the id uniquely identifies the element within its 
immediate parent, the CSS selector portion at this level 
is #theid. 

0102) If the id uniquely identifies the element within the 
entire document, quit. The element's id serves as a 
unique starting point for the path. 

(0103) If the element is the document body, the CSS 
selector portion is simply “body'. Quit; the body is the 
starting point for the path. 
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0.104) Otherwise, determine the index position n of this 
element within a list of its sibling elements of the same 
type. The CSS selector portion at this level is then tag: 
nth-of-type(n) 

0105. The following provide several examples of unique 
CSS Selectors: 

#auniqueid 
body>table:nth-of-type(1)>tbody:nth-of-type(1)>tr:nth-of-type(1)>td:nth 
of-type(2) 
#content>div:nth-of-type(1)>form:nth-of-type(1)>table:nth-of 
type(1)>tbody:nth-of-type(1) 

0106 The agent may also (with or without the visitor's 
permission) take remote control. In this mode, the agents 
pointer position (which is distinct from the visitor's pointer) 
can be displayed to the visitor. The Agent can also type values 
into fields to input data into fields of the visitor's browser and 
click links, buttons, etc. Cobrowseviewer.js captures the key 
strokes and conveys the input to the visitor's browser. The 
visitor's browser captures the input in the relevant fields to 
enable the agent to input data into fields of the web site. This 
enables the agent to provide the customer with direct assis 
tance in navigating the web site by enabling the agent to 
control the visitor's browser during the co-browsing session. 
0107 To prevent the agent from taking particular actions 
in the visitor's browser, in one embodiment a list of masked 
objects is defined for the web site which prevents the agent 
from entering data into specified forms, divs, pages, etc. 
Likewise the list of masked objects will prevent the agent 
from clicking on certain links or buttons, such as an “I agree 
button on a click-through license agreement. Further, the 
agent is limited to the particular page and is not able to 
remotely control pages from other websites. 

Reverse Co-Browse 

0108. In another scenario the agent may initiate a co 
browsing session with a visitor. In this scenario, the agent 
may open a browser, navigate to a particular part of the web 
page, and then launch a co-browse session with a visitor. For 
example, a visitor is having trouble on a web page. The visitor 
contacts customer Support. Rather than telling the visitor 
where to go, the agent locates the correct site, and launches a 
co-browse session (using cobrowse.js). The co-browse 
viewer JavaScript (cobrowseviewer.js) is passed through the 
chat to the visitor to cause a tab or new browser to open on the 
visitor which connects the visitor to the web site. The agent 
can then drive the browser or allow the visitor to control the 
browser. 

Hover State 

0109 If a visitor allows their mouse pointer to remain 
above an element on a vendor webpage for a given period of 
time, the browser may interpret this action as “hovering. A 
web page may be designed such that different style attributes 
apply to the element depending on whether it is in a “hover 
state. Some forms of hovering result in changes to the DOM, 
which will be reflected to the agent. For example, JavaScript 
“onmouseover may be used to specify the type of effect that 
should be achieved upon hovering. When an “onmouseover 
event occurs, for example to display a Submenu, this causes a 
change to the DOM and the normal co-browse DOM update 
will reflect the change to the agent. However, other forms of 
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hovering do not result in a DOM change. For example, CSS 
styles may be defined such that if the visitor's pointer hovers 
over the element, a menu of options related to the element will 
be displayed. This allows additional information to be pro 
vided dynamically within a page without requiring the visitor 
to click on links to move between pages. 
0110. A problem with this is that the hover state will not 
affect the DOM, and therefore the visual changes will not be 
reflected on the agent side simply by keeping the agent DOM 
synchronized with the visitor. Since the agent's actual mouse 
pointer cannot be positioned to match the visitor's mouse 
location, the same hover state does not occur on the agent 
side, and the agent will not see aspects of the web site that are 
shown based on the visitor's hover state. If the visitor side 
script modifies the document element hierarchy in the visi 
tor's browser, changes to the hierarchy will be reflected to the 
agent via the co-browse service as described above. However, 
hover state does not change the hierarchy and hence will not 
be visible to the agent. 
0111. Thus, there are instances where the visitor will be 
provided with features of the web site via hover state events 
which the agent will not be able to see. This inability to see 
what the visitor is seeing may present a problem when the 
agent is trying to help the visitor through the web site. 
0112 According to an embodiment, an agent that is pro 
viding support for a vendor web site is provided with a list of 
hoverable elements, in the form of CSS selectors, for the web 
site. This list of hoverable elements can be defined once and 
used by all agents providing support for the vendor website. 
The list of hoverable elements may be created in many ways, 
similar to how the list of masked elements is defined. The list 
of hoverable elements is retrieved from the co-browse web 
site along with the masked field definitions. To enable hover 
state to be replicated at the Agent, the mouse position of the 
visitor is monitored and used to selectively recreate the hover 
state at the agent side. One way of implementing this is 
described in greater detail below. 
0113. The look of a web site is defined using a style sheet. 
The style sheet defines styles that apply to both elements and 
classes of elements. One of the aspects that can be defined is 
to define hover state for an element/class—i.e. what happens 
if a visitor hovers their cursor over the element. For example, 
a web site may specify that a second level menu appears when 
a userhovers on a first level menu tab, e.g. using the following 
code set forth below in Table 1: 

TABLE I 

.navbar.level1item:hover.level2menu { 
display:block; 

0114. The agent's host machine actual mouse position 
does not follow the visitor mouse. Accordingly, the agent 
browser does not detect the "hover state, so the second level 
menus do not display on the agent side. There are several 
ways to fix this problem for the agent. For example, for the 
element under the cursor itself the visitor JavaScript could 
call getComputed Style() and send it over to the agents 
browser, then have the agent apply that computed Style to the 
same element on the agent side. But that would not work in 
the case of nested hovered elements unless getComputed 
Style was called not only for the element under the cursor but 
also all elements it contains. 
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0115 There are two configuration pieces that need to be in 
place for a customer whose website relies on:hover styles: 1) 
a list of “hoverable' elements, and 2) a set of agent CSS styles 
to be applied to the agent view only. For example, a tool may 
be created to scan the website style sheets and generate the list 
of elements which are hoverable on the web site. 
0116. A hoverable element is one which has a style that 
applies to it (or to one of its siblings or children) when the 
mouse is hovered over it. Hoverable elements may be speci 
fied by any valid CSS selector, often tagname and ID or class. 
Hoverable elements can be defined on a per customer basis. 
Table II shows an example of how website style definitions 
for hoverable elements may be specified: 

TABLE II 

for example, the following style definitions: 

#div1:hover 
{ 
f* this style definition applies to any element with id “div1 whenever the 
mousehovers over the element div1 */ 

#div2: hover.c2 
{ 
f* this style definition applies to an element with CSS class c2 that is a 
descendent of an element with id div2, whenever the mouse 
howers over div3 * 

.c1:hover 
{ 
f* this style definition applies to any element with CSS class c1 whenever 
the mouse hovers over that element 

h1.c3:hover p 
{ 
f* this style definition applies to any <p> elements that are descendents of 
an <hld element with CSS style c3, but only when the mouse is hovered 
Over the h1 element *f 

The “hoverables' in this example, would be 
0117 it div1 
0118 it div2 
0119 c1 
0120 h1.c3 
The corresponding agent styles that are included in the agent 
style sheet are shown below in Table III: 

..div1 hover 

f* style definition matches #div1:hover */ 

.div2 hover.c2 
{ 
f*style definition matches #div2:hover.c2 */ 

.c1 hover 

... *style definition matches.c1:hover */ 

h1.c3 hover p 
{ 
... * style definition matches hl.c3:hover p */ 

I0121 To enable hover state to be replicated at the agent, 
the JavaScript at the visitor side looks at the mouse position 
on the visitor side and checks to see whether the mouse 
position is located over any “hoverable' elements. If so, the 
agent needs to apply one (or more) of the hover styles to the 
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corresponding element on the agent view. The visitor JavaS 
cript sends a list of styles for the agent to apply. Each entry in 
this list consists of: 

0.122 csspath: CSS path to the element that is hovered 
over. The CSS path is specified using the algorithm 
described above. 

I0123 classname: the name of the style to apply to the 
hovered element. The style name is generated based on 
the CSS selector that identified the element. In the 
example above, if an element matching selector #div1 is 
hovered, then the style name would be “div 1 hover. If 
an element matching selector.c1 is hovered, then the 
style name would be c1 hover. For some websites this 
technique might be insufficient and we might need to 
extend this naming convention or allow admins to 
specify the style name that should be associated with a 
particular selector. 

The agent iterates through this list, finding each element 
identified by the csspath, and applying the specified class 
name to it, resulting in the same visual effect as the :hover 
state style that was applied on the visitor side. 
0124 When the visitor hovers over an element, that action 

is detected and a command is forwarded to the agent to inform 
the agent that a hover state has been triggered. By passing a 
list of hoverable "CSS selectors' to visitor, and having the 
visitor browser determine if anything that is hovered over 
matches a selector, it is possible to have the JavaScript pass 
instructions to the agent to enable the agent to recreate the 
hover state at the agent side. 

Co-Browse Service 

0125. The Co-browse Service allows one or more cus 
tomer service agents to view, in real time, the web browsing 
activity of visitors to a website. Other uses of the co-browse 
service may be developed as well, and indeed the co-browse 
service may be used in any situation where a person would 
like to view, in real time, the web browsing activity of a visitor 
to a particular web site. Accordingly, although an example 
will be provided in which an agent is able to see what the 
visitor is seeing, the invention is not limited to this particular 
US 

0126. In the embodiment described herein, agents see 
exactly what visitors see in their browsers, with the exception 
of the content of designated masked fields, Such as a credit 
card number or password. Likewise, dynamic content Such as 
advertisements, which are served from other web sites (con 
tent from web sites other than the vendor website) will be 
visible to the agent, but the agent may not get the same ad as 
the visitor. 

0127. The co-browse service implements, in one embodi 
ment, several mechanisms that enable security and enhance 
integrity of co-browse sessions. The co-browse website has 
Security measures in place, e.g. login and account manage 
ment systems, which enables the website itself to be secure 
against attack. 
0128. Architectural Overview 
0129 FIG. 2 shows an example architectural overview of 
an example co-browse service. The Co-browse service relies 
on a <scripts tag embedded in the customer website which 
references a JavaScript file hosted by the co-browse web 
server. For the purposes of this document, this visitor side 
JavaScript file will be referred to as Cobrowse.js. Other 
names for the JavaScript may be used as well. 
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0.130. When a co-browse session starts, Cobrowse.js sends 
a StartCobrowse request to the co-browse webserver (Arrow 
1 in FIG. 2). Cobrowse.js passes the customer groupid from 
the visitor 100 to the co-browse webserver 110, and receives 
a unique session id., a CServer assignment, and the list of 
masked fields and hoverable selectors. 

0131 The session id, in one embodiment, includes three 
components: 1) the customer group id 2) a session key and 3) 
a random number for uniqueness. Other parameters may be 
passed as well depending on the embodiment. 
I0132) Cobrowse.js stores the session id and the set of 
masked fields in a browser session cookie, and proceeds to 
start uploading session data to the designated CServer 120 
(Arrow 2 in FIG. 2). The CServer in turn posts a message 
(Arrow 3 in FIG. 2) to the co-browse webserver to record in 
the database the fact that the session has started. 

0.133 Both group id and session key are required to join a 
session. Once logged in, the groupid can be determined based 
on the agent's co-browse group membership. For example, 
the agent will provide Support for one or more customer 
websites. The JavaScript that is downloaded to the visitor 
when the visitor is at the customer website contains the group 
id for the customer, which the customer uploads to the co 
browse webserver (arrow 1) when the session is started. This 
enables the co-browse webserver to know which customer is 
associated with a particular co-browse session. Where the 
agentis Supporting multiple customers, the agent can provide 
the group ID of the customer to the co-browse server to select 
co-browse sessions associated with one of the supported cus 
tomers (arrow 4, FIG. 2). 
I0134. As for the session key, there are several ways it 
might be specified on the agent side. The session key might be 
a randomly assigned string, or might be some piece of infor 
mation associated with the visitor, such as a user id or a 
tracking cookie id. The agent might enter the session key 
manually, or it might be extracted automatically for the agent 
from data in a CRM record. Additional details of example 
connection scenarios are set forth below. 

0.135 Either way, the result is that the agent opens a 
browser window to a URL associated with the co-browse 
Session, e.g.: 
0.136 https://www.cobrowse.net/cobrowse/AgenView. 
aspx?SessionKey=ssnkey 
If not logged in, the agent is prompted to log in and is then 
redirected back to the agent view. 
0.137 AgentView.aspx looks up the session in the database 
by agent group id and session key, and redirects the agent to 
the appropriate CServer, which generates the agent view of 
the session. The agent view includes an embedded JavaScript 
file, CobrowseViewer.js, which communicates with the 
CServer via both HTTP and websockets (arrow 5, FIG. 2). 
(0.138. The CServer sends only HTML markup for the 
browsing session to the agent browser. Resources referenced 
by the session HTML. Such as images or style sheets, are 
downloaded by the agent directly from the customer (or third 
party) website. 
(0.139. Security Considerations 
0140. The co-browse service collects and transmits poten 

tially sensitive visitor browsing information, and has there 
fore been designed with security as the highest priority. The 
following security considerations are addressed by the co 
browse architecture: 
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0141 Secure Agent View 
0142. When an agent attempts to join a session, the web 
server looks up the session based on the agent's co-browse 
group and the Supplied session key. If a matching session is 
found, the webserver returns the session id, signed using a 
secret “server key’. The server key is a 256 bit number that is 
known only to the CServer and webserver; a new server key is 
generated by the CServer every 60 seconds and shared 
securely with the webserver. When the agent is redirected to 
the CServer to view the session, the CServer verifies the 
signature on the sessionid and only allows the agent to join if 
the signature is valid. This approach guarantees that a request 
to view a session is only granted if a) the agent authenticated 
at the webserver and b) is a member of the group that the 
session is associated with. 
0143. Once the agent has joined the session, a secure 
(flagged for HTTPS only) session cookie is used to maintain 
the agent's session. The agent session cookie contains the 
session id signed using a secret key known only to the 
CServer. The CServer secret key is generated at runtime and 
does not persist anywhere. 
0144 Websocket connections from the agent also pass the 
agent session cookie Value when the connection is first estab 
lished. The CServer only accepts websocket connections to a 
given session if the request includes a valid agent session 
cookie Value. 
0145 No browsing session data is ever served by the 
CServer without a valid agent session cookie attached to the 
request. This guarantees that only agents who have a regis 
tered co-browse provider account with a particular company 
are able to view sessions started by visitors to that company’s 
website. 

0146 Secure Data Transmission 
0147 Using HTTPS or secure websockets for all commu 
nication ensures that all data is transmitted securely, to serv 
ers whose identity has been verified. This includes: 

0148 Downloading the co-browse JavaScript from the 
co-browse webserver to the visitor browser 

0149 Communication between cobrowse.js and the co 
browse webserver 

0150 Communication between cobrowse.js and the 
CServer 

0151 Communication between the CServer and the co 
browse webserver 

0152 Downloading session data and the agent JavaS 
cript to the agent's browser 

0153 Communication between AgentView.js and the 
CServer (if the visitor page is secure) 

0154 Downloading visitor session resources from the 
customer website to the agent browser (if the visitor 
page is secure) 

(O155 JavaScript Integrity 
0156 Visitor JavaScript is downloaded from the 
co-browse webserver to the customer site (where the cus 
tomer is serving JavaScript to visitors) using HTTPS from the 
co-browse webserver. HTTPS ensures that the script itself 
comes from a legitimate source. It is the customer's respon 
sibility to ensure that the co-browse JavaScript is embedded 
with HTTPS into their website, even for non-secure pages. To 
encourage this, the co-browse webserver will not serve the 
visitor side JavaScript over HTTP, so that any attempt to 
access the JavaScript via HTTP should be detected during 
testing. 
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0157 Masked Fields 
0158 Masked field definitions cannot be tampered with, 
as they are stored in the co-browse webserver's secure data 
base and retrieved over a secure connection to the co-browse 
webserver. Alternatively, the masked field definitions may be 
stored by customers and provided by customers to visitors as 
noted above. The contents of masked fields never leave visi 
tor's browser, so that there is no possibility of this data being 
intercepted in transit, or accessed from the CServer even by 
an agent with a legitimate session cookie. 
0159. Masked Objects 
0160 Masked object definitions cannot be tampered with, 
as they are stored in the co-browse webserver's secure data 
base and retrieved over a secure connection to the co-browse 
webserver. Alternatively, the masked object definitions may 
be stored by customers and provided by customers to visitors 
as noted above. Agents are prevented from providing input to 
masked objects to thus prevent the agents from controlling 
aspects of the visitor's browser included in the list of masked 
objects. Alternatively, a list of controllable objects may be 
used to specify those objects within the visitor's browser the 
agent is able to control Such that, by default, an object not 
included within the list of controllable objects is automati 
cally treated as a masked object and notable to receive input 
from the agent. 
(0161 Secured CServer 
(0162 Each co-browse server 120 is a standalone Unix 
server running its own local firewall. The firewall is config 
ured to allow incoming traffic only on secure port 443. No 
session data persists in any file or database on the CServer. 
Although FIG. 2 shows the co-browse webserver imple 
mented separate from the co-browse server 120, other imple 
mentations may incorporate aspects of the functionality of the 
co-browse webserver 110 with the co-browse server 120. 
0163 No Per-agent Restrictions 
0164. Note that there is no specific protection against one 
agent viewing a session that might have been intended for 
another agent, as long as both agents have accounts in the 
same group. Even when a random session key is exchanged 
privately over the phone between visitor and agent, the key is 
not protected from Snooping because it is stored in an insecure 
cookie that will be uploaded unencrypted if the visitor navi 
gates to an insecure page on the customer website. In another 
embodiment, further restrictions on which agent is able to 
view a co-browsing session may be implemented. 
0.165 Agent Http for Websites Using a Content Delivery 
Network 
0166 If the agent session strictly uses HTTPS to access 
visitor session data, the agent browser will request all 
resources such as images and style sheets using HTTPS. 
Some website implementations, particularly if using a con 
tent delivery network, cannot deliver all resources over 
HTTPS. 

0.167 To work around this, the co-browse service can 
optionally be configured to allow the agent protocol to follow 
the visitor protocol, so that when the visitor navigates to an 
HTTP page, so does the agent, and Vice versa. Two separate 
session cookies are maintained on the agent side, a secure 
cookie for viewing HTTPS pages, and a non-secure cookie 
for viewing HTTP pages. While the non-secure cookie pro 
vides a minimum level of security, the agent session is not 
protected from traffic sniffing. Alternatively, a proxy service 
may be used to enable the agent to view what the visitor is 
viewing in this situation. 
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0168 Co-Browse Connection Scenarios 
0169. There are numerous ways for the agent to connect to 
the correct co-browse session. A given web site may have 
hundreds or thousands of visitors at any one point in time. If 
the co-browse JavaScript is downloaded in connection with 
loading the web page, a co-browse session will exist for each 
of these visitors. A given agent, who is working with a par 
ticular visitor, will need to select the correct co-browse ses 
sion to enable the agent to see the state of the web site as 
experienced by their particular customer. 
0170 Accordingly, it is necessary for the agent to identify 
the visitor and correctly identify which co-browse session is 
associated with the identified visitor. The particular mecha 
nism that the agent can use to do this will depend on the 
particular implementation of the web site as well as what 
other types of software (e.g. CRM software) are being used by 
the Agent. 
0171 The agent may be interacting with the customer 
using a chat service provided by a third party or, optionally, 
also being provided by the co-browse service. Likewise the 
agent may have customer relationship management Software 
running on their workstation that the agent can use to keep 
track of clients and other contacts. To facilitate interaction 
between the agent and visitor, it often may be advantageous to 
leverage these other contacts with the visitor to help identify 
the co-browse session on the co-browse service that is asso 
ciated with the customer with which the agent is engaged. 
(0172 FIGS. 3A-3B show an example of how a Co-browse 
session may be initiated when the visitor needs help (or the 
agent or automation rules perceive the visitor may need assis 
tance). In the example shown in FIGS. 3A-3B, the agent and 
visitor are talking together on a Voice call or are engaged in a 
chat, and the website has a button 300 that will enable the 
visitor to initiate a co-browse session. Specifically, if the 
visitor clicks on button 300 to initiate a session (FIG. 3A) a 
popup 310 will supply a random session ID 315 to the visitor 
(either numeric or alphanumeric). Visitor Verbally gives num 
ber to agent on call or types the numbers into the chat. The 
agent then provides the number to the co-browse webserver 
which enables the co-browse webserver to connect the agent 
to the correct co-browse session. 

0173 FIG. 4 shows an alternative to a slider or tab, in 
which a discreet button 400 is placed on a website and used by 
the visitor to launch a co-browse session. The visitor could 
click button 400 for help or the agent could direct the visitor 
to find the button and click it. Clicking on the button would 
start the co-browse session and show a popup 500 as shown in 
FIG. 5. Popup 500 is the same as or similar to popup 310 
shown in FIG.3. The visitor can then text the code to the agent 
or tell the agent the code. The code can be generated by the 
co-browse service or generated in the Visitor's browser. In 
either case it is associated with the session and needs to be 
communicated from the visitor to the agent, unless there is 
another identifier available on both visitor and agent side. 
0.174 FIG. 6 shows the agent screen when an agent joins a 
co-browsing session through an interface provided by the 
co-browsing service. As shown in FIG. 6, when the agent 
would like to join a co-browsing session, the agent will click 
on an icon on their computer which will show the popup 
shown in FIG. 6. The agent then types the number provided by 
the visitor (see FIGS. 3B & 5) to join the session. As shown in 
FIG. 6, the popup includes field 600 in which the agent can 
type the session key to enable the agent to join the co-browse 
session with the visitor. 
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0.175 FIG. 7 shows an alternative to typing the number 
into a popup. Specifically, in FIG. 7 the co-browse service 
interface provides a list of co-browse sessions to the agent (to 
which this agent has access, by virtue of permissions, skill-set 
or some other criteria) which the agent may join. The agent 
selects the co-browse session from the list or types the session 
key or other information into a search field 700 to more 
quickly locate the correct co-browse session from a set of 
available co-browse sessions. 
0176 Instead of providing an identifier to the visitor and 
then requiring the visitor to provide the identifier to the agent, 
in another embodiment the visitor is prompted to input iden 
tifying information that can be used by the agent to find the 
visitor's co-browse session. For example, as shown in FIG. 8, 
when the visitor clicks on a tab to initiate a co-browse session 
the tab may provide a prompt 800 instructing the visitor to 
enter the identifying information and a field 810 in which the 
visitor is able to input the identifying information. The agent 
asks the visitor their name and uses the name to select a 
session by typing the visitor's name into box similar to box 
600 (see FIG. 6) or to search for a co-browse session from a 
list of current sessions (see FIG. 7). Although the example 
shown in FIG. 8 requested the user to enter their name, other 
customer information may be used instead, such as the cus 
tomer's location, account ID, email address, or other infor 
mation available in the context of the visitor web session. 
0177. An agent may be running customer relationship 
management (CRM) software such as CRM software avail 
able from SalesForceTM. The agent may use the CRM soft 
ware to locate co-browse sessions as well. FIG. 9 shows a 
screenshot of a portion of a CRM software interface. As 
shown in FIG.9, the agent can find a lead or contact manually 
within the CRM system using information provided by the 
visitor. Alternatively, when the visitor enters information into 
field 810, ifa record exists for the visitor in the CRM system, 
the lead/contact screen/page could alert the agent that the 
lead/contact is in-site and/or requesting help. 
(0178 FIG. 9 shows an example CRM software interface 
when the agent types in a visitor name. Specifically, in this 
figure, the agent will request the visitor's name and then type 
the visitor's name in search field 900. As shown in FIG. 10, 
the CRM software will populate a list 1000 of contacts and/or 
leads which match the search. The agent can select one of the 
entries from this list (e.g. Vera Visitor) to pull the contact 
record for the visitor within the CRM system. 
0179 FIG. 11 shows an example contact record for the 
selected visitor. As shown in FIG. 11, the contact record 
includes a button 1100 that the agent can click to join the 
co-browse session with the visitor. A screen sharing button 
1110 is also provided to enable the agent to engage the visitor 
using a screen sharing session to enable the agent to show 
information back to the visitor. Joining the co-browsing ses 
sion through the CRM record enables the CRM system to 
keep track of co-browsing sessions within the context of other 
contact data, to enable analytics to be built from the co 
browsing session information. 
0180 Optionally, the CRM system may automatically cre 
ate a new contact record or other CRM record for new visi 
tors. An implementation of integration between a CRM sys 
tem and screen sharing system is described in greater detail in 
U.S. patent Ser. No. 13/624,951, filed Sep. 23, 2012, entitled 
“Integrating Screen Sharing Sessions with Customer Rela 
tionship Management, the content of which is hereby incor 
porated by reference. In this referenced patent, a mechanism 
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is used to enable the CRM system to detect initiation of screen 
sharing sessions and poll a screen sharing service for infor 
mation about the screen sharing session, such as the duration 
of the screen sharing session and information about the par 
ticipants to the screen sharing session. A similar mechanism 
may be used to enable the CRM system to capture co-brows 
ing session. Specifically, the CRM system may determine that 
an agent has elected to participate in a co-browsing session. 
At a later time the CRM system may poll the co-browsing 
server to obtain details about the co-browsing session, such as 
the duration of the co-browsing session, the participants to the 
co-browsing session, the pages visited during the co-brows 
ing session, and any other information available to the co 
browsing service. Likewise, the co-browsing session may be 
recorded for training purposes as well as for auditing. 
0181 FIG. 12 shows another example, in which the CRM 
Software has a separate tab showing a list of visitors on the 
site. In this example, the CRM system pulls information and 
additional fields from CRM records, and presents available 
co-browse sessions in list format. The list may be optimized, 
for example, by highlighting visitors that are requesting help 
and/or sorting these visitors to the top. For example, as shown 
in FIG. 12, a list 1200 of visitors in the site is provided. One 
of the visitors 1202 is listed as anonymous because the CRM 
system does not have any information about that visitor and/ 
or the visitor has not provided identifying information to the 
site. 

0182 Some web sites provide chat (text based) customer 
support. It is customary for the visitor to be asked to provide 
identifying information in connection with starting a chat 
session. The initial information gathering which takes place 
in connection with starting a chat will be referred to herein as 
a pre-chat Survey. 

0183 The particular manner in which a co-browse session 
may be identified and linked to a chat session depends on the 
level of integration between the co-browse service and chat 
service. If there is integration between the chat and co-browse 
services, the information from the pre-chat Survey may be 
used to perform a lookup for a matching co-browse session. 
FIGS. 13A and 13B show example pre-chat survey windows 
that may be used to collect information from a visitor when 
the visitor elects to engage customer service via a chat ses 
S1O. 

0184 As shown in FIGS. 14A and 14B, the agent will see 
the visitor information in the chat application and may use the 
visitor information to look for a co-browse session using the 
mechanisms described above in connection with FIGS. 9-12. 
If the visitor's name or other identifying information is not 
collected using a pre-chat Survey, this information may be 
collected by the agent during the chat session and used to 
locate a co-browse session associated with the visitor. 

0185 FIGS. 15A and 15B show example CRM interfaces 
that may be used if the chat and CRM systems are integrated 
with the co-browse service. As shown in FIG. 15A, the con 
tact record for the visitor may be automatically displayed 
when the agent is in a chat session with the visitor. The CRM 
record, in this embodiment, includes a co-browse button 1500 
that the agent can use to connect to a co-browse session 
associated with the visitor. FIG.15also shows the agent status 
information about the visitor, such as the amount of time the 
visitor has been on the site 1510 and the page where the visitor 
is located on the site 1520. This allows the agent to have an 
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idea of where in a transaction the visitor is located, so that the 
agent has a better understanding of what issues the visitor is 
likely to be encountering. 
0186 FIG. 15B shows the agent screen when the visitor is 
not being tracked in the website by the CRM system. As 
shown in FIG. 15B, if the agent would like to join a co 
browsing session with the visitor, the agent may be prompted 
to enter identifying information Such as the co-browsing key 
(see FIG. 3B), visitor's name, etc. 
0187 FIG. 16 shows a scenario where there is no integra 
tion between the CRM system and the chat system, but the 
CRM system does have knowledge of available co-browse 
sessions. As shown in FIG. 16, the agent can use the infor 
mation provided in the pre-chat Survey or other information 
obtained during the chat session to look up a contact record 
for the visitor in the CRM system. In the example shown in 
FIG.16, the visitor's location (Denver) was used to search the 
list of existing co-browse sessions. The agent alternatively 
could have used the visitor's name or other identifying infor 
mation to search for a potential matching co-browse session. 
0188 FIG. 17 shows an example agent screen for a chat 
service. As shown in FIG. 17, the agent may be provided with 
the ability to join a co-browse session through a button 1700 
in the chat agent's screen. The chat service provides this agent 
view to enable the agent to interact with the visitor on the chat 
session, without asking the visitor to do anything. In the 
embodiment shown in FIG. 17, the agent can click on button 
1700 to automatically join the co-browse session associated 
with the visitor that is taking part on the chat session. The 
agent may initiate the co-browse session with no visitor 
action. Optionally, the agent may offer the visitor the oppor 
tunity to participate in the co-browse session, and provide the 
visitor with the ability to accept the co-browse session. 
(0189 In one embodiment, to enable a chat service to track 
visitors to a web site, the chat service will includescript on the 
web site. This chat service script will cause the visitors 
browser to periodically poll the chat service to determine if 
there has been a change of state. For example, a rule at the chat 
service may cause the chat service to serve a popup or overlay 
to the website asking the visitor if they would like to initiate 
a chat session. 

0190. The chat service has the ability to insert additional 
Script into the visitor's browser. According to an embodiment, 
the co-browse script is downloaded to the visitor by the chat 
service to enable a co-browsing session to be initiated. The 
co-browse script may be downloaded based on a rule at the 
chat service, such as whenever a user selects an item for 
inclusion in a shopping cart, or when a chat agent selects a 
co-browse button to initiate a co-browse session with the 
visitor. Many ways of triggering the download of co-browse 
Script may be used to cause the co-browse script to be pro 
vided to the visitor. Optionally information to be used by the 
co-browse server to identify the co-browse session (e.g. visi 
tor ID or session ID) may be included in the co-browse script 
that is downloaded to the visitor. Thus, a chat session need not 
be started for the chat service to download co-browse script to 
the visitor. 
(0191 In another embodiment, when the visitor starts a 
chat session JavaScript (e.g. cobrowse.js) is downloaded and 
installed into the visitors browser. In this embodiment, the 
JavaScript contains an instruction for the visitor's browser to 
poll a session status server with an identifying value. The 
session status server may be the chat service server, the co 
browse server, or another server on the network. The identi 
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fying value, in one embodiment, is uniquely associated with 
the chat session between the agent and the visitor. 
(0192. If the agent clicks on co-browse button 1700, the 
agent co-browser will initiate a co-browsing session to create 
state associated with the identifying value. This will cause the 
server session status at the polling server to be changed to 
indicate that a co-browsing session has started and will iden 
tify the correct Cserver which will host the co-browsing ses 
sion. When the visitor's browser detects that the co-browsing 
session has started, it will send browser state to the Cserver 
which will be forwarded to the agent. This will enable the 
agent to see the view of the visitor's browser. The agent will 
wait until the visitor connects to the session and then the agent 
will connect to the session to start receiving data. 
0193 Since the JavaScript is downloaded to the visitor in 
connection with script provided by the chat service, the co 
browse JavaScript will cause the visitor's browser to be vis 
ible to the agent without requiring the visitor to take any 
further action—the visitor is not required to click on a button 
to indicate that they would like the agent to be able to see the 
browser. To protect the security of the visitors information, 
the JavaScript that is downloaded on the chat session also 
includes a list of masked items to prevent sensitive informa 
tion associated with the masked fields from being forwarded 
to the agent on the co-browse session. 
0194 Although the preceding description was provided in 
connection with a chat based communication session, similar 
location and joining co-browsing sessions may occur in con 
nection with Voice-based communication sessions. Specifi 
cally, if the visitor clicks on a button to initiate a telephone 
call, e.g. a "click-to-call” button, and enters a phone number, 
the identifying information provided by the visitor may be 
used by the agent to locate and optionally initiate a co-brows 
ing session with the visitor. 

Polling Minimization 
0.195 There are instances where parties may wish to com 
municate via a communication session, such as a co-browse 
session, Screen sharing session, Voice over IP session, or web 
conferencing session. Where one party starts the session, and 
the other party does not know of the session, the other party 
needs to be provided with information to enable the other 
party to join the session. As noted above, multiple types of 
communication sessions may experience this problem. 
Although an example solution will be provided in connection 
with co-browsing, similar solutions may be utilized with the 
other forms of communication sessions. 
0196. For example, as noted above, it is possible for an 
agent to initiate a co-browsing session with a visitor, and then 
have the visitor join the co-browsing session to enable the 
agent to view the visitor's browser. In this situation, the agent 
may initiate a co-browsing session to enable the agent to view 
what is being shown on the visitor's browser. However, the 
visitor does not know that the agent has initiated a co-brows 
ing session and, hence the JavaScript at the visitor does not 
know to start forwarding information about the content of the 
visitor browser. 
0197) In this situation, it may be possible for the JavaScript 
at the visitor to periodically poll the connection server to 
determine if a co-browse session has been initiated by an 
agent. Continuous polling of the co-browse webserver 
enables the co-browse webserver to periodically notify the 
visitor as to whether a co-browsing session has been initiated 
by the agent to enable the JavaScript to learn the identity of 
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the server hosting the session and enable the JavaScript at the 
visitor to begin forwarding updates on the co-browse session. 
0198 However, for the co-browse webserver, using con 
tinuous polling (or rapid polling) is resource intensive. For 
example, if the co-browse webserver is affiliated with several 
websites, each of which has thousands of visitors, even if each 
visitor only polls the connection webserver once per second, 
the co-browse webserver would still need to handle many 
thousands of transactions per second just to handle status 
updates for visitors who are likely to have no pending co 
browse session. 

(0199. As the number of identifiable visitors to the website 
increases, having the visitor JavaScript continuously poll for 
the availability of a co-browse session does not scale. While 
the rapidity at which the visitor polls the co-browse web 
server may be decreased, this introduces a potential time lag 
between when the agent selects a co-browse session and when 
the agent first starts receiving data from the visitor. 
0200. There are several ways to fix this. For example, as 
noted above, it is possible for the visitor to click on a specific 
button or other feature of the web site associated with the 
co-browse server (e.g. a button included on the web site). This 
enables the visitor to poll the co-browse webserver but is 
limited to an implementation where the website has a feature 
associated with the co-browse service. 
0201 According to an embodiment, the co-browse Java 
Script includes a poll module designed to capture specific 
actions by the user and interpret these actions as a trigger to 
poll the co-browse webserver to determine whether a co 
browse session has been initiated. Causing the visitor to poll 
the co-browse webserver when the user performs a specific 
action reduces the frequency with which the visitor will poll 
the co-browse webserver, which hence reduces the number of 
poll transactions the co-browse webserver must handle. 
0202 For example, assume a visitor is at a web site and is 
being helped by the agent. The agent, in this scenario, clicks 
on a button or other function to initiate a co-browse session. 
To enable the visitor to poll for the co-browse session, and 
hence to enable the visitor to find the co-browse session, the 
agent can instruct the visitor to take an unusual action on the 
web site such as left or right clicking on a blank area of the 
web site, shake their mobile device, cause their mouse to do 
three circles, select a particular letter or other character, or to 
take any other unusual action. The JavaScript at the visitor is 
configured to look for the specific action specified by the 
agent. When the JavaScript detects the specific action, it 
causes the poll trigger module to transmit a poll to the co 
browse webserver. The co-browse webserver receives some 
piece of identification information from the poll. Such as a 
visitor token, visitor ID, or other value, and searches for a 
co-browse session associated with that value. As noted above, 
the agent in this scenario knows the visitor and, hence, is able 
to specify the visitor token, visitor ID, or other value when the 
agent started the co-browse session. The co-browse web 
server uses the visitor token, visitor ID, or other value to find 
the co-browse session started by the agent and provides iden 
tifying information to the visitor (such as the identity of the 
Cserver handling the session). The visitor then starts trans 
mitting data on the co-browse session so that the agent can 
view the web page being shown in the visitor's browser. 
0203. By way of example, assume a visitor is logged into 
a web site Such as a retailers shopping cart, a bank website, 
Software as a service, gaming, or using a common universal 
login such as Facebook or Google. The visitor and agent are 
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communicating by chat or phone, and the agent hence knows 
the identity of the visitor. The agent may find the visitor in the 
agent's database (e.g. CRM system) and obtain a visitors 
unique token data. Alternatively the token may be created 
when the visitor contacts the agent to initiate communication 
with the session. In any event, both the agent and the visitor 
have the same token. The agent initiates a co-browse session 
specifying the token to the co-browse service. The visitor 
performs an “unusual action to cause the JavaScript to poll 
the co-browse service for the existence of a co-browse session 
associated with the token. The co-browse service matches the 
poll with the pending session and enables the agent and visitor 
to be connected to the communication session (co-browse 
session in this example). 
0204 There are many types of unusual events that may be 
detected. For example, on a mobile device or other device 
with a motion sensor, JavaScript in the browser can detect 
shake events using DeviceMotionEvents, which is part of the 
HTML5 working draft. There is no specific “shake' event, 
rather a shake would be defined as a specific pattern of motion 
reported by the DeviceMotionEvents. Likewise, not all 
browsers necessarily Support the events yet and not all handle 
the coordinates the same way, but depending on the imple 
mentation a shake event could cause the JavaScript to poll the 
co-browse webserver. In this implementation, an agent who is 
talking or chatting with a visitor would instruct the visitor to 
shake their phone?other device. When the visitor shakes their 
phone, the JavaScript running on the visitor's device will poll 
the co-browse webserver to enable the visitor to become 
visible to the agent. 
0205. In another embodiment, the visitor and agent need 
not even be communicating with each other prior to the shake 
event. In this embodiment, the co-browse JavaScript is run 
ning in the visitor's browser but the co-browse JavaScript has 
not initiated a connection (poll) to the co-browse webserver. 
A co-browse session is initiated for each identifiable visitor, 
but an agent is not associated with the co-browse session. The 
visitor has been instructed, however, that help is available on 
the website and that the visitor can shake their phone to solicit 
help. When the visitor shakes their phone/device the JavaS 
cript detects the shake event and initiates a connection with 
the co-browse webserver. This causes the visitor to join the 
co-browse session and an agent Supporting the website 
receives a notification that a visitor would like help. The agent 
is connected to the co-browse session and can see what the 
visitor is viewing. The visitor is identified to the web site and 
this identification is used to enable the visitor and agent to 
also interact via Voice or chat using one of the other methods 
described herein. 

0206. Other unexpected events, other than shake events, 
may likewise be captured. Example unexpected events, 
which may be captured by the co-browse JavaScript and used 
as a trigger to send a connection request to the co-browse 
webserver include single or double clicking (or single or 
double tapping on a touch sensitive screen) on a region of the 
web page not affiliated with a link. For example, the visitor 
may be instructed to click/double click on a blank portion of 
the web site. When this occurs the JavaScript running in the 
browser would capture the event and interpret the event to 
cause a poll to be sent to the co-browse webserver. 
0207 Another unexpected event may be a pinch motion 
followed by an unpinch motion on a touch sensitive screen. 
The user may be instructed to pinch (to cause the web page to 
Zoom out) and then to unpinch (to cause the web page to Zoom 
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in). This dual action, within a specified time period such as 
within a second, may be used as a trigger. 
0208 Another unexpected event may be to rotate the 
mouse in circles. On a touch sensitive screen, a similar ges 
ture on the screen may be captured when the user touches the 
screen and draws a series of circles on the screen, draws a 
particular letter on the screen, does a diagonal Swipe, or 
otherwise performs a particular gesture which has infrequent 
use during normal navigation of a website. 
0209. It may be expected that visitors may happen to per 
form the unusual action occasionally when not intending to 
initiate a co-browse session. However, if the action used as the 
trigger is sufficiently unusual, the number of connection 
requests forwarded to the co-browse webserver will be sig 
nificantly reduced compared to having all visitors to a website 
periodically poll for the availability of a co-browsing session. 

Social Media 

0210 Social Media sites such as Facebook enable users to 
share content such as pictures, text, and other updates of 
interest. A person has a feed, which is a running update of 
items that they add to their personal page. According to an 
embodiment, a co-browse session access link may be posted 
on the person’s feed, which will allow other people with 
access to their feed to join the visitor and participate in a 
co-browse session with the visitor. For convenience an imple 
mentation will be described in which the social media site is 
FacebookTM, although the concepts described herein may be 
used with other social media sites as well. This enables many 
Social applications, such as Social shopping in which users 
co-browse with each other while shopping at websites avail 
able on the network. 
0211. In one embodiment, a user has a Facebook app 
installed in their Facebook profile which will enable 
co-browse sessions to be added to their Facebook feed. When 
the user encounters a website that is co-browse enabled (the 
website contains the co-browse JavaScript), or if the user has 
a plugin containing the co-browse JavaScript, the user may be 
provided with an option to post a co-browse link on their 
Facebook feed. The co-browse link contains a pointer to the 
co-browse server hosting the co-browse session as well as a 
session identifier that may be used to identify the co-browse 
session at the co-browse server. When a friend clicks on the 
co-browse link, a browser window is launched which oper 
ates in the manner described above in connection with the 
agent, to enable the Facebook friend to join the co-browse 
session. Additional friends (followers) can also join and 
watch (the leader). If the leader enables remote control, fol 
lowers can take turns controlling where the leader's browser 
gOeS. 
0212 FIG. 18 shows an example post to a feed in a social 
media website. As shown in FIG. 18, the post 1800 includes a 
link 1810 to a co-browse session that may be used by anyone 
with access to the post to join a co-browse session associated 
with the owner of the feed. For example, if a person is shop 
ping and would like fashion advice, the person could post a 
co-browse invitation to their Facebook feed to invite their 
friends to co-browse with them while they shop for clothes. 
Although the co-browsing link 1810 in FIG. 18 is shown as 
being posted to a feed, alternatively the co-browsing link 
1810 could be sent via text message or email to an individual 
or targeted group to allow those individuals receiving the link 
to join the co-browsing session or to join a scheduled co 
browsing session at Some point in the future. 
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0213. In another embodiment, visitors to a web site are 
identified on the web site and compared with a list of Face 
book friends, Outlook contacts, or another list of known 
acquaintances. The visitor is then presented with an indica 
tion that one of their Facebook friends or Outlook contacts is 
concurrently visiting the web site, and provided with an 
opportunity to launch a co-browse session with the acquain 
tance. 

0214. As another example, a visitor to a site may be invited 
to join other users also on the site to co-browse with those 
users to enable communal browsing. 
0215. In yet another example, a co-browsing session may 
be initiated whenever a person puts an item in their shopping 
cart. The co-browsing session may persist after the visitor 
leaves the site and an email or text message may be sent to the 
user with a co-browse invitation that the user can use to return 
to the site or to the last page where the user was located within 
the site. 
0216. In another embodiment, a visitor on a site with Face 
book integration may be provided with a sidebar list of friends 
(friends who are their Facebook friends) who are also on the 
site. If a user clicks on one of their friends a co-browsing 
session with the friend (or an option to join a co-browsing 
session with the friend) may be provided to the visitor (e.g., 
by initiating a Facebook chat with a click-to-view-my-brows 
ing link). 
0217. Co-Browse and Screen Sharing Integration 
0218. There are instances where it would be advantageous 
to integrate the benefits available from screen sharing with 
co-browsing. For example, when an agent is viewing a co 
browsing session with a visitor, it may be desirable to provide 
alive video feed of the agent to the visitor. Likewise, the agent 
may want to provide the visitor with a video feed available to 
the agent from another device connected to the Agent's com 
puter, such as the live video from the screen of a connected 
tablet computer, Smartphone, document camera, etc. Accord 
ing to an embodiment, the connection achieved between the 
visitor and agent to initiate the co-browse session is leveraged 
to connect the two participants into a screen sharing session 
over which content from the agent is provided to the visitor. 
0219 Providing the ability to incorporate screen sharing 
sessions into a co-browsing session enables an escalating 
interactive experience to occur when a visitor initiates a chat 
session or makes a phone call to an agent associated with a 
web site. What starts out as a chat session/phone call to 
customer Support may escalate to a co-browsing session in 
which the agent is able to see the visitor's view of the web site. 
The agent may then use screen sharing technology to provide 
live content to the visitor which is selected for the visitor 
based on the visitor's location on the web site. For example, 
to enable the visitor to have a human connection with the 
agent a live view of the agent may be provided to the visitor, 
e.g. in a tiny inset within the web site or in area 310 of the 
floatingtab 300 in FIGS.3A and 3B. The live feed of the agent 
may be captured by a camera and provided via screen sharing 
software to the visitor to be displayed to the visitor. As the 
interaction between the agent and visitor continues, the agent 
may select other content to be provided to the visitor. This 
additional content may be a demonstration that the agent 
launches on their screen which is shared with the visitor via a 
screen sharing session or may be a selection of another live 
video feed. 
0220. As noted above, the Agent has the ability to see the 
visitor's web browser by virtue of the co-browse session. The 
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agent does not, however, have the native ability to see other 
things which appear on the visitor's screen since the visitor is 
not implementing screen sharing Software. To enable the 
agent to see the content that is being provided to the visitor, in 
one embodiment the agent is automatically joined as a par 
ticipant to the one or more screen sharing sessions. This 
allows the agent to not only be the source of the content, but 
also a consumer of the content, that is being shown on the 
screen sharing session. This may be useful, for example, 
where a live video of the agent is being provided to the visitor 
on a screen sharing session. By causing the agent to be 
included as a guest in the screen sharing session the agent may 
be provided with a representation of the video that the visitor 
is being provided so that the agent knows exactly what the 
visitor is seeing. 
0221 Integrating screen sharing with co-browsing may be 
useful in many contexts, including sales, customer Support, 
technical Support, etc. Screen sharing may be implemented 
using the AJAX viewer described in U.S. patent Ser. No. 
13/239,757, filed Sep. 22, 2011, entitled Method and Appa 
ratus for Facilitating Participation in a Remote Viewing Ses 
Sion, the content of which is hereby incorporated herein by 
reference. 
0222 One advantage of using this combination, is that a 
two-way web conference is enabled without requiring the 
visitor to download and install any software. Specifically, the 
co-browse does not require any download or Java/Flash/Sil 
Verlight or plug-in on the visitor's side. Just as valuable, the 
AJAX viewer screen share technology lets the agent show 
things to the visitor, again without requiring any download to 
the visitor. Thus, unlike traditional two-way web conferenc 
ing, where both participants need to have installed software, 
this combination lets the Agent see and show without any 
download to the visitor. Moreover, it works for any modern 
browser, including mobile devices, since it does not rely on 
Java or Flash which may not be supported in particular brows 
CS 

0223) Although an example was provided in which a co 
browse session was escalated to a screen sharing session, the 
opposite order is possible as well. In this embodiment, an 
agent launches a screen sharing session with a visitor. For 
example, the visitor and agent may be communicating via a 
chat session or by Voice, and the agent may launch a screen 
sharing session to enable the visitor to obtain content pro 
vided by the agent. During the course of the screen sharing 
session, the visitor may be asked to enable the agent to see 
what is being shown in the visitor's browser. The visitor may 
then initiate a co-browse session to show back to the agent 
what is currently being displayed in the visitor's browser 
using any of the connection methods described above. This 
allows an agent, who is helping a visitor, to both show infor 
mation to the visitor using a screen sharing session and then to 
view the visitor's screen using a co-browsing session, all 
without requiring the visitor to download and install software, 
plugin, etc. 
0224. As noted above, in one embodiment an agent may 
show information to the visitor by opening a screen sharing 
viewer in a div layered on top of the visitor's browser page, 
and cause another portion of the website or anything else on 
the agent's screen to be visible within the screen sharing 
viewer. 

0225 FIG. 22 shows an example screen shot of a co 
browse agent view 2200 according to an embodiment. As 
shown in FIG.22, the agent view includes an icon 2210 in the 
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co-browse agent view header 2220. The co-browse agent 
view 2200 also includes a field 2230 showing the content of 
the visitor's browser. 

0226 FIG. 23 shows a popup 2310 that is generated when 
the agent clicks on the icon 2210. As shown in FIG. 23, the 
popup 2310 includes a menu of options, including an option 
to allow the agent to show the agent's screen 2320 and an 
option to allow the agent to view the visitor's screen 2330. 
FIG. 24 shows the visitor's view if the agent selects the option 
to show the agent's screen 2320, and FIGS. 25-27 show a 
sequence of views if the if the agent selects the option to view 
the visitor's Screen 2330. 

0227 FIG. 24 shows the visitor's view if the agent selects 
the option to show the agent's screen 2320. As shown in FIG. 
24, when the agent initiates a screen sharing session and opts 
to show the contents of the agent's screen, a view of the 
agents screen 2400 will be overlayed on top of the visitors 
browsing session 2410. The view of the agent's screen may 
contain information from any source desired by the agent. 
Accordingly, the agent may opt to include a view of the 
agent's screen, a video source Such as a quick time video 
Source of an attached device, images from an attached cam 
era, or any other available video stream. Although not shown 
in FIG. 24, upon selecting the option to show the agents 
screen the agent may be provided with a dialog through which 
the agent is allowed to select the source of video to be pro 
vided to the visitor over the screen sharing session. Although 
the view of the agents screen is rendered in a div layered on 
top of the visitor's page, the screenshare view is not included 
in the agent's co-browse viewer, to avoid confusion where 
there agent would be seeing an image of his own Screen. 
0228 FIGS. 25-27 show a sequence of views which occur 
at the visitor side if the agent elects to initiate a screen sharing 
session in which the visitor's screen will be shown to the 
agent (button 2330 in FIG. 23). Starting a screen sharing 
session, in one embodiment, requires the visitor's screen to be 
captured using screen sharing software. An example screen 
sharing software that may be used for this purpose is com 
mercially available from Glance Networks, although the 
invention is not limited to an implementation that uses Glance 
Networks Screen sharing software. 
0229 Screen sharing software may need to be installed. 
Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 25, if the visitor does not have 
screen sharing software installed, the visitor will be provided 
with a dialog 2500 prompting the visitor to download the 
screen sharing software client. If the visitor clicks on link 
2510 the screen sharing software client download will ini 
tiate. If the visitor already has the screen sharing software 
client downloaded, the step shown in FIG.25 is not necessary 
and is skipped. 
0230 FIG. 26 shows a view of the visitor's screen once the 
screen sharing Software client has been downloaded to the 
visitor, and when a screen sharing session is to be started on 
which the visitor's screen will be shown to the agent. As 
shown in FIG. 26, the visitor is prompted with a notification 
2600 showing that the agent has initiated a screen sharing 
session and enabling the visitor to either allow the screen 
sharing session 2610 or decline the screen sharing session 
2620. If the visitor clicks “decline 2620 the screen sharing 
session is terminated. If the visitor clicks “accept 2610, the 
screen sharing session is initiated and the visitor's screen will 
be captured and transmitted to the agent to be viewed by the 
agent. 
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0231 FIG.27 shows the visitors view of their screen if the 
visitor clicks "accept 2610 once a screen sharing session has 
been initiated in which the agent is viewing the visitors 
screen. As shown in FIG. 27, a colored border 2700 is placed 
around the visitor's screen to indicate to the visitor that the 
visitor is sharing the content of what is shown on the display 
with the agent. A dialog 2710 is also provided through which 
the visitor is able to control the screen sharing session. For 
example, in box 2720 of dialog 2710 the visitor is provided 
with options such as to allow the agent to have remote control 
over the visitor's computer, stop remote control by the agent, 
end the screen sharing session, etc. 
0232 FIG. 28 shows the agent's view of the visitor's 
screen when a screen sharing session showing the visitors 
screen has been initiated. As shown in FIG. 28, the agent is 
able to see the same content of the visitor's screen as the 
visitor is able to see. Rather than simply seeing the content of 
the visitor's browser, as was available during the co-browsing 
session, use of a screen sharing session enables the visitor to 
see more of the visitors computer display by including 
aspects of the display in addition to the visitor's browser. 
Further, since the screen sharing software enables remote 
control in which the person viewing the screen sharing soft 
ware is able direct operation of the host’s computer, the agent 
is able to use the screen sharing session to not only see the 
visitor's screen but also control operation of the visitors 
computer. As noted above, remote control by the agent is a 
privilege granted by the visitor, so the visitor has the option to 
resume control of their computer at any point during the 
screen sharing session. 
0233 Secret Co-Browse 
0234. It is possible to have the JavaScript launch a co 
browse session automatically without the knowledge of the 
visitor. This enables people monitoring the site to watch how 
visitors use the site to determine which links may be difficult 
to find and which aspects of the site might cause confusion. 
Likewise, website monitors or agents who are monitoring a 
website may view co-browsing sessions of visitors to deter 
mine what a particular visitor is looking at on the web site and 
choose to proactively initiate contact with the visitor if 
desired. 

0235. In one embodiment a service such as a chat service 
tracks visitors as they visita web site. In this embodiment, the 
chat service (e.g. Live Person) tags the visitor with a unique 
identifying number (key). The Agent is provided with a list of 
visitors as well as the keys that tag those visitors. JavaScript 
(cobrowse.js) downloaded from the web site causes the visi 
tor's browser to poll a server for any session started that is 
associated with the key. 
0236. If the agent decides to participate in a co-browsing 
session with a visitor, the agent selects the visitor from a list 
or otherwise instructs software on the agent system to initiate 
a co-browsing session associated with the key. The key is then 
passed to a co-browse server which notifies the polling server 
that a co-browse session associated with the key has been 
initiated. 
0237 When the visitor polls the polling server, the polling 
server will return a positive value to the visitor which will 
cause the cobrowse.js to provide browser State on the co 
browsing session to the co-browse server. The agent waits till 
the visitor connects to the co-browsing session and then the 
agent connects. 
0238. In this embodiment, the visitor does not to take any 
action to pass information to the agent. Rather, the tracking 
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server, in this instance LivePerson, assigns a tracking value 
(key) to the visitor and provides this key to the agent. JavaS 
cript provided by the web site is used to cause the visitor 
browser to poll for sessions associated with the key, and 
similarly co-browse JavaScript is used to cause the visitor's 
web browser to participate in the co-browsing session. The 
visitor does not need to do anything to participate in the 
co-browsing session and likewise likely will not know that 
what is they see in their browser during their browsing session 
is also being seen by an agent associated with the web site. 
This has the further advantage of enabling the agent to start 
the session without requiring the user to do anything—i.e. 
without requiring the user to click on a particular tab or other 
feature of the website. Likewise, the service could also record 
the sessions for marketing intelligence, training, law enforce 
ment, and other purposes. 
0239. The methods described herein may be implemented 
as Software configured to be executed in control logic Such as 
contained in a CPU of an electronic device such as a com 
puter. The functions described herein may be implemented as 
sets of program instructions that are stored in a non-transitory 
tangible computer readable medium. When implemented in 
this manner, the computer program includes a set of instruc 
tions which, when executed by a computer, cause the com 
puter to perform a method to implement the functions 
described above. Programmable logic can be fixed tempo 
rarily or permanently in a non-transitory tangible computer 
readable medium Such as a read-only memory chip, a com 
puter memory, a disk, or other storage medium. In addition to 
being implemented in Software, the logic described herein 
can be embodied using discrete components, integrated cir 
cuitry, programmable logic used in conjunction with a pro 
grammable logic device Such as a Field Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA) or microprocessor, or any other device includ 
ing any combination thereof. All Such embodiments are 
intended to fall within the scope of the present invention. 
0240 Various changes and modifications of the embodi 
ments shown in the drawings and described in the specifica 
tion may be made within the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. Accordingly, it is intended that all matter contained 
in the above description and shown in the accompanying 
drawings be interpreted in an illustrative and not in a limiting 
SSC. 

What is claimed is: 
1-68. (canceled) 
69. A method of selecting a co-browse session associated 

with a visitor to a web site from a plurality of co-browse 
sessions maintained by a co-browse connection server, the 
method comprising: 

identifying a browser associated with the visitor; and 
correctly identifying which of the plurality of co-browse 

sessions is associated with the identified browser. 
70. The method of claim 69, wherein identifying the 

browser comprises instructing the visitor to send a signal to 
the co-browse connection server by clicking abutton on a web 
page displayed in the browser. 

71. The method of claim 70, wherein clicking the button 
supplies a random session ID to the visitor, the method further 
comprising the step of receiving the random session ID from 
the visitor and using the random session ID in the step of 
correctly identifying the co-browse session associated with 
the identified browser. 

72. The method of claim 71, wherein the step of correctly 
identifying the co-browse session associated with the identi 
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fied visitor comprises providing, by the agent, the random 
session ID to the co-browse connection server. 

73. The method of claim 71, wherein the step of correctly 
identifying the co-browse session associated with the identi 
fied browser comprises selecting, by the agent, a co-browse 
session from a list of co-browse sessions using the received 
random session ID to select from the list. 

74. The method of claim 69, wherein identifying the 
browser associated with the visitor comprises enabling the 
visitor to enter identifying information in connection with 
initiating a co-browse session, and using the identifying 
information to select the co-browse session from the plurality 
of co-browse sessions. 

75. The method of claim 74, wherein the identifying infor 
mation comprises personal information about the visitor, 
including the visitor's name, account ID, or email address. 

76. The method of claim 69, further comprising running 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software, and 
wherein the step of correctly identifying which of the co 
browse sessions is associated with the identified browser 
comprises selecting a record for the visitor by the CRM 
software. 

77. The method of claim 76, further comprising enabling 
the visitor to enter identifying information in connection with 
initiating the co-browse session, and wherein the step of 
selecting the record in the CRM software is implemented in 
response to detecting that the visitor has entered identifying 
information. 

78. The method of claim 77, wherein the step of selecting 
the record causes a notification to the agent via the CRM 
software. 

79. The method of claim 77, further comprising creating a 
new CRM Software record for a visitor if the CRM Software 
does not already have a record for the visitor when the visitor 
enters identifying information in connection with initiating 
the co-browse session. 

80. The method of claim 76, wherein the CRM software 
has a list showing current visitors to the website. 

81. The method of claim 76, wherein the CRM software 
record for the visitor contains a button to enable the agent to 
join a co-browse session with the visitor associated with the 
CRM Software record. 

82. The method of claim 69, further comprising a chat 
service providing the ability of the visitor and the agent to 
engage in a text or Voice based chat conversation. 

83. The method of claim 82, further comprising the step of 
causing the visitor to complete a pre-chat Survey before the 
step of initiating a chat session between the agent and the 
visitor. 

84. The method of claim 83, further comprising the step of 
using information from the pre-chat Survey to identify a co 
browse session associated with the visitor. 

85. The method of claim 84, wherein the step of using 
information comprises looking up the visitor information in 
the CRM software system 

86. The method of claim 69, wherein the website contains 
chat service Script enabling a chat service to initiate chat 
sessions between agents and visitors. 

87. The method of claim 86, wherein the co-browsing 
script is included with the chat service script. 

88. The method of claim 87, wherein both the co-browsing 
scrip and chat service script are downloaded to the browser 
from the chat service. 
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89. The method of claim 86, wherein the step of identifying 
the browser associated with the visitor is implemented via the 
chat Script, and 

90. The method of claim 86, wherein the step of correctly 
identifying which of the plurality of co-browse sessions is 
associated with the identified browser is implemented via 
information obtained from the visitor via the chat script. 

91. The method of claim 90, further comprising the step of 
initiating a co-browsing session by the agent with the cor 
rectly identified co-browsing session after assuming respon 
sibility for the chat session with the visitor. 

92. The method of claim 91, wherein the step of initiating 
the co-browsing session by the agent does not require the 
visitor to take action or provide permission prior in connec 
tion with establishing the co-browsing session. 

93. The method of claim 92, wherein the visitor does not 
know the agent has initiated the co-browsing session. 

94. The method of claim 86, wherein the co-browse script 
includes a co-browse session identifying value uniquely asso 
ciated with a chat session between the agent and visitor. 

95. The method of claim 94, wherein the identifying value 
is used in the step of correctly identifying which of the plu 
rality of co-browse sessions is associated with the identified 
browser to join a co-browsing session with the visitor. 

96-124. (canceled) 
k k k k k 


